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Using Bourgain’s factorization theorem, we characterize the subspaces of H p,
1 p, that coincide with the kernels of Toeplitz operators. This is related to
(but entirely independent of) earlier work of E. Hayashi. One consequence of our
characterization is that, for some inner functions %, the class of uniqueness sets for
K p% depends on p; here K
p
% =
def H p & %z H p is the star-invariant subspace in H p
generated by %. Moreover, a construction is provided of Blaschke products B and
b for which the dimension function p [ dim(K pB & bH
p) has prescribed jumps at
prescribed points.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let D denote the disk [z # C : |z|<1] and T its boundary. Further, let
H p stand for the classical Hardy space (see [G, Chap. II]) of holomorphic
functions on D. As usual, H p is identified with a subspace of L p=L p(T)
and equipped with the natural L p-norm & }&p . Given a function . # L, the
Toeplitz operator T. with symbol . is defined by
(T. f )(z) =
def 1
2?i |T
.(‘) f (‘)
‘&z
d‘ ( f # H1, z # D).
It is well known that T. acts boundedly on H p with 1<p<; besides, we
have T.(H 1)/0< p<1 H p and T.(H)/0< p< H p.
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We shall be concerned with the structure of the kernel of a Toeplitz
operator in H p, 1 p. More precisely, the paper deals with the follow-
ing question: Which closed subspaces of H p are representable as
Kerp T. =
def [ f # H p : T. f =0]
for some . # L?
For p=2, an answer was obtained previously by E. Hayashi (see [H1],
[H2], and [H3]). In order to describe his results, let us recall that each
inner function % (i.e., each function % # H with |%|=1 almost everywhere
on T) gives rise to the star-invariant subspace
K2% =
def H 2  %H 2, (0.1)
which in fact coincides with Ker2 T% . The term ‘‘star-invariant’’ means
invariant under the backward shift operator S*: f [ ( f & f (0))z; it follows
from Beurling’s theorem (cf. [G, Chap. II]) that (0.1) provides indeed the
general form of a closed S*-invariant subspace in H2. Also, recall that a
function g # H1 with &g&1=1 is said to be an exposed point of the unit ball
of H 1 (or just exposed in H 1) if the set
{ f # H1 : & f &1=1 and f| f |=
g
| g|
a.e. on T=
consists of precisely one element, g.
Hayashi’s results can now be summarized as follows. Whenever the
subspace Ker2 T. is nontrivial, it can be written in the form
Ker2 T.=G } K 2% (=
def [Gf : f # K 2%]), (0.2)
where G # H2 is such that G2 is exposed in H1, % is an inner function with
%(0)=0, and furthermore, multiplication by G acts isometrically on K 2% .
(An explicit criterion for such an isometric action was found earlier by
Sarason [S1], [S2].) The ‘‘parameters’’ G and % with these properties are
uniquely determined by .. However, the complete characterization of the
pairs (G, %) that arise in connection with various .’s (in the sense of (0.2))
is still more complicated. These are described by the additional condition
that a certain function, built from G and %, be exposed in H1; see [H3] for
details.
Our current purpose is to give an alternative parametrization of the kernel
of a Toeplitz operator. First of all, we would like to get rid of exposed points,
since no nice characterization of these seems to be available. (See, however,
[S2] for some partial results.) Secondly, we wish to study Kerp T. for the
whole range 1 p.
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Once again, we need star-invariant subspaces
K p% =
def H p & %H p0 , (0.3)
associated with inner functions %; here H p0 =
def [ f # H p : f (0)=0] and the
bar denotes complex conjugation. Note that, for p=2, the new definition
(0.3) agrees with (0.1). This said, a naive attempt to extend (0.2) to the
Lp-scale might be to replace it by something like
Kerp T.=G } K p% , (0.4)
where % is inner and G is a suitable weight function. Moreover, it seems
natural to require, in this context, that the parameters G and % should
depend only on ., but not on p.
Unfortunately, this plan fails. To see why, consider the function h(z) =def
(1&z)&1p0, with some fixed p0 # (1, ), and set .=z h h. Then h # H p for
0< p< p0 , and hence h # Kerp T. for 1 p< p0 . Furthermore, it turns out
that, for this last range of p ’s, the subspace Kerp T. has dimension 1 and
is, therefore, spanned by h. (In the case p0> p=2, this can be deduced
from results of [BJH], since 1h # H2, and so h2&h2&1 is exposed in H1.
For the general case, see Lemma 1 below, with n=1.) As to the range
p p0 , we now have h  H p, and since
Kerp T. /Ker1 T.=[ch : c # C],
it follows that Kerp T.=[0]. Thus, for the current choice of ., the left-
hand side of (0.4) is nontrivial if 1 p< p0 and trivial if p p0 . However,
such a jump never occurs on the right: the subspace GK p% is nontrivial for
all p # [1, ], provided that G is nonzero and % nonconstant (otherwise,
it is trivial for all p’s).
While we have just seen that (0.4) breaks down, the remedy we suggest
is to replace K p% by its subspace
1
%1
} (K p% & %1H
p), (0.5)
where %1 is another inner function. In fact, both % and %1 can be chosen to
be Blaschke products. The weight functions G, to be put in front of (0.5),
are then picked from a smaller (and much nicer) set than their counter-
parts in (0.2).
Precisely speaking, our parametrization formula is
Kerp T.=
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p), (0.6)
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where B and b run through the Blaschke products, and g through the
invertible H functions. Once . is given, the triple (B, b, g) is independent
of p. Besides, our point is that the whole range of the triples involved
admits a simple description. This makes it easy to produce (trivial or non-
trivial) kernels of Toeplitz operators via (0.6), and all of them can be
obtained in this way. The price we have to pay is that our representation
of Kerp T. lacks uniqueness: for a fixed ., there is a certain degree of
freedom in choosing B, b, and g.
The described result is stated and proved in Section 1 below; the proof
is based on a remarkable theorem of J. Bourgain on factorization of uni-
modular functions. In Section 2, we use the formula (0.6) to solve a peculiar
interpolation problem for the dimension function
p [ dim(K pB & bH
p), p # [1, ). (0.7)
Namely, we show that any piecewise constant function d: [1, )  Z+ ,
non-increasing and taking finitely many values including 0, can be realized
as (0.7), with suitable Blaschke products B and b. Finally, Section 3 con-
tains some further observations related to the formula (0.6); one of these is
a new characterization (not very explicit, we have to say) of the exposed
points in H1.
1. A PARAMETRIZATION FORMULA FOR Kerp T.
Let B stand for the set of all Blaschke products (see [G, Chap. II])
on D. We also need the notation
(H)&1 =def [ f # H  : 1 f # H ].
Throughout the paper, elements of the Cartesian product B_B_(H)&1
will be called triples. In other words, (B, b, g) is a triple iff B and b are
Blaschke products and g is an invertible element of H.
We are now in a position to state our main result.
Theorem 1. (i) For any . # L, .0, there exists a triple (B, b, g)
such that
Kerp T.=
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p) for all p # [1, ]. (1.1)
(ii) Conversely, given a triple (B, b, g), one can find a . # L for
which (1.1) holds true. In fact, it suffices to put .=bB g g.
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The key ingredient in the proof is J. Bourgain’s factorization theorem
[B] that says every function f # L with log | f | # L1 can be written as
f = gh for some g, h # H. When restricted to unimodular functions,
Bourgain’s result amounts to the following.
Theorem A. Given a function  # L with ||=1 a.e., there is a triple
(B, b, g) such that
=
b
B
g
g
. (1.2)
Further, let us recall that if h is a nonnegative function on T with
log h # L1, then the corresponding outer function Oh is given by
Oh =
def
exp[log h+iH(log h)],
where H is the harmonic conjugation operator. In general, outer functions
are defined as those of the form *Oh , with h as above and * a unimodular
constant. We shall also make use of the Smirnov class
N+ =def [ fg : f, g # H, g outer]
and of its subspace
N +0 =
def [ f # N + : f (0)=0].
We recall, finally, that N+ & L p=H p (see [G], Chap. II, Sect. 5) and
hence also N +0 & L
p=H p0 .
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) First of all, one easily checks that if log |.|  L1
then Kerp T.=[0]. In this case, we can make the right-hand side of (1.1)
also trivial by putting, e.g., B=b= g=1.
Assuming from now on that log |.| # L1, we form the outer function
F =def O|.| and set  =
def .F . Since ||=1 a.e., Theorem A provides a triple
(B, b, g) satisfying (1.2).
Now let 1 p and fix f # H p. In order that
f # Kerp T. , (1.3)
it is necessary and sufficient that
f. # H p0 , (1.4)
which in turn can be rewritten as
f # (1F ) } H p0 . (1.5)
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We proceed by observing that (1.5) actually reduces to
f # H p0 . (1.6)
In fact, (1.6) obviously implies (1.5), since F # H and hence H p0 /F
&1H p0 .
To verify the converse, note that F&1H p0 /N
+
0 and | f|= | f | # L
p. This
said, (1.5) yields
f # N +0 & L
p=H p0 ,
and we arrive at (1.6).
Next, we invoke (1.2) to restate (1.6) as
fb
g
# B }
1
g
H p0 (1.7)
or, equivalently, as
fb
g
# BH p0 (1.8)
(recall that g # (H)&1). Since fbg always belongs to bH p, and hence also
to H p, we may as well write (1.8) in the form
fb
g
# K pB & bH
p. (1.9)
Finally, (1.9) amounts to the inclusion
f #
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p), (1.10)
and the resulting equivalence relation (1.3)  (1.10) proves (1.1).
(ii) Given a triple (B, b, g), define  by (1.2) and set .=, F=
O|.|=1. This done, the above reasoning shows that conditions (1.3)(1.10)
are all equivalent, whenever f # H p (1 p). A juxtaposition of the
endpoint statements, (1.3) and (1.10), yields the equality (1.1), just as
before.
2. INTERSECTIONS OF INVARIANT AND STAR-INVARIANT
SUBSPACES OF THE SHIFT OPERATOR
We have already seen in the Introduction that, for certain symbols ., the
subspace Kerp T. may be nontrivial for some values of p but trivial for the
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others. Applying Theorem 1, part (i), to this situation, we make a similar
observation on the (non)triviality of the corresponding intersection
K pB & bH
p. Thus, for the current B and b, the zeros of b form a non-unique-
ness set for K pB if p lies to the left of some critical exponent, and a unique-
ness set otherwise. We see that the class of uniqueness sets for K pB depends
on p.
Much more is contained in Theorem 2 below. But first we need a
preliminary result.
Given an integer n1, we denote by P(n) the set of (analytic) polyno-
mials of degree <n. We also remark that P(n)=K pzn for any p1.
Lemma 1. Let 1 p and n # N. Suppose that G # H p, 1G # H ,
and set u =def z nG G. Then
Kerp Tu=GP(n).
Proof. Fix f # H p. In order that
f # Kerp Tu , (2.1)
it is necessary and sufficient that
fu # H p0 . (2.2)
Recalling the definition of u and setting h =def fG, we rewrite (2.2) as
G hz n # H p0 . (2.3)
Further, we claim that (2.3) is in turn equivalent to
hz n # H p0 . (2.4)
Indeed, (2.3) implies (2.4) because 1G # H. To verify the converse, use
(2.4) to get
G hz n # G H p0 /N
+
0
and combine this with the fact that
|G hz n|=| f | # L p.
Since N +0 & L
p=H p0 , we arrive at (2.3).
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Finally, noting that h # H p, we see that (2.4) reduces to the inclusion
h # P(n), i.e., to
f # GP(n). (2.5)
The resulting equivalence relation (2.1)  (2.5) proves the lemma.
Theorem 2. Given exponents 1= p0< p1< } } } < pN= and integers
n1>n2> } } } >nN=0, there exist Blaschke products B and b satisfying
dim(K pB & bH
p)=nj , p # [ pj&1 , pj), (2.6)
for j=1, ..., N.
Remark. When j=N, (2.6) says the intersection involved is trivial for
pN&1 p<. It follows at once that the same is true for p=.
Proof of Theorem 2. For the sake of simplicity, let us begin by con-
sidering the case N=3. Thus, we have the exponents 1< p1< p2< and
positive integers n1>n2 . Now let m1 =
def n1&n2 and put
G(z) =def ‘
m1
k=1
(z&‘k)&1p1 } ‘
n2
l=1
(z&’l)&1p2, (2.7)
where [‘k]m11 _ [’l]
n2
1 is some (any) collection of n1 pairwise distinct points
lying on T.
Once the fractional powers in (2.7) are suitably defined, we have G # H p
for p< p1 ; besides, 1G # H. Therefore, setting
u =def z n1G G
and invoking Lemma 1, we get
GP(n1)=Kerp Tu , p # [1, p1). (2.8)
On the other hand, Theorem 1 enables us to find a triple (B, b, g) depending
only on u and such that
Kerp Tu=
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p), p # [1, ]. (2.9)
Combining (2.8) and (2.9) gives
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p)=GP(n1), p # [1, p1),
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whence
dim(K pB & bH
p)=dim P(n1)=n1 , p # [1, p1). (2.10)
Next, we observe that, for any p # [1, ], one has
Kerp Tu=Ker1 Tu & H p=GP(n1) & H p. (2.11)
Indeed, the first equality is evident, while the second uses (2.8) with p=1.
Now assume that p # [ p1 , p2). The function |G| p has then non-integrable
singularities at the points ‘k , whereas the singularities at ’l are still
harmless. It follows that, for the current range of p’s, the intersection
GP(n1) & H p equals GP[‘](n1), where
P[‘](n1) =
def [h # P(n1) : h(‘1)= } } } =h(‘m1)=0].
Recalling (2.9) and (2.11), we now obtain
g
b
} (K pB & bH
p)=GP(n1) & H p=GP[‘](n1),
and so
dim(K pB & bH
p)=dim P[‘](n1)=n2 , p # [ p1 , p2). (2.12)
It remains to consider the range pp2 . Now |G| p has n1 non-integrable
singularities at the points
‘1 , ..., ‘m1 , ’1 , ..., ’n2 .
Since a nontrivial polynomial h # P(n1) has at most n1&1 zeros on T, we
see that Gh  H p for any such h. Consequently, GP(n1) & H p=[0]. By
(2.11), this means that Kerp Tu=[0]. By (2.9), we now conclude that the
intersection K pB & bH
p is also trivial. Thus,
dim(K pB & bH
p)=0, p # [ p2 , ]. (2.13)
Finally, a glance at (2.10), (2.12) and (2.13) convinces us that (2.6) holds
true with j=1, 2, 3 (once we agree that p0=1, p3= and n3=0).
In the case of an arbitrary N, one should replace (2.7) by
G(z) =def ‘
N&1
j=1
‘
mj
k=1
(z&‘ ( j)k )
&1pj,
where mj=nj&nj+1 and [‘ ( j)k ] is a fixed subset of T consisting of n1
pairwise distinct points. Then one defines the symbol u as before and
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verifies, by essentially repeating the above reasoning, that the Blaschke
products B and b coming from (2.9) enjoy the required properties.
3. FURTHER OBSERVATIONS
Let us recall that the multiplication map
f [ Gf, f # K 2% ,
involved in Hayashi’s parametrization (0.2), was an isometry. Turning to
our parametrization formula (1.1), we now remark that, since g # (H)&1,
multiplication by g is obviously an isomorphism of H p onto itself. Thus,
the operator f [ gf acts ‘‘almost isometrically’’ on the whole of H p (and,
in particular, on b } (K pB & bH
p), as it happens in Theorem 1); this is
probably just as much of an isometry as could be hoped for in the non-
Hilbert case. Furthermore, we shall see that the mapping
f [ gf, f # b } (K 1B & bH
1),
arising in the p=1 version of Theorem 1, possesses yet another feature of
an isometry; namely, it preserves the set of extreme points.
Given a subspace X/H1, we say that a nontrivial function f # X is
extreme in X if f& f &1 is an extreme point of the closed unit ball in X.
A well-known theorem of deLeeuw and Rudin (see [dLR] or [G, Chap. IV])
states that the extreme functions in H1 are precisely the outer ones. Below
we cite, as Theorem B, a more general result due to the author [D1]
characterizing the extreme points in a subspace X/H1 that coincides with
the kernel of some Toeplitz operator. (The symbol is assumed to be
unimodular, but this leads to no loss of generality.)
In what follows, inn( f ) stands for the inner factor of a function f # H p.
Also, we associate with a given function . # L the (antilinear) operator
J. f =
def z.f , f # L p,
and note that Kerp T.=[ f # H p : J. f # H p]. In case . is unimodular,
J. becomes an isometry with J 2.=id that maps Kerp T. onto itself.
Theorem B. Suppose . # L, |.|=1 a.e., and let f # Ker1 T. , f0.
Then f is extreme in Ker1 T. if and only if the functions inn( f ) and
inn(J. f ) are mutually prime (i.e., have no nonconstant common inner
divisor).
Now we can prove the following.
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Theorem 3. Let (B, b, g) be a triple. Set . =def bB g g and assume that
f # b } (K 1B & bH
1). Then f is extreme in b } (K 1B & bH
1) if and only if gf is
extreme in Ker1 T. .
Proof. Set u =def bB, so that .=ug g. It follows directly from the
definitions that
J.(gf )= g } Ju f. (3.1)
Since g is outer, we have
inn(gf )=inn( f ) (3.2)
and, by (3.1),
inn(J.(gf ))=inn(Ju f ). (3.3)
Now since
b } (K 1B & bH
1)=Ker1 Tu
(apply part (ii) of Theorem 1 with g=1), we know from Theorem B that
f is extreme in this subspace if and only if
inn( f ) and inn(Ju f ) are mutually prime. (3.4)
In view of (3.2) and (3.3), we can restate (3.4) by saying that
inn(gf ) and inn(J.(gf )) are mutually prime. (3.5)
Finally, by Theorem B again, (3.5) means that gf is extreme in Ker1 T. .
The desired equivalence relation is thus established.
Our next observation concerns exposed points in H 1. First we have to
introduce some terminology. Given a class X of analytic functions on D
and a sequence 4=[*n]/D, we say that 4 is a non-uniqueness sequence
(NUS) for X if there is a nontrivial function f # X with f |4=0; a NUS is
said to be a maximal non-uniqueness sequence (MNUS) for X if it is not a
proper subsequence of any other NUS. Now assume, in addition, that X is
contained in H p for some p>0 and enjoys the following division property:
Whenever f # X and an inner function I satisfy f I # H p, it follows that
fI # X. Then it is easy to see that 4 is a MNUS for X if and only if 4
satisfies the Blaschke condition and, for the corresponding Blaschke
product b=b4 , we have dim(X & bH p)=1. Moreover, the intersection
X & bH p must in this case be of the form [cGb : c # C], where G is some
outer function in X. When normalized by the condition G(0)=1, G is
uniquely determined by X and 4 and will be denoted by O(X, 4).
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The below result shows that the study of exposed points in H1 can be
reduced to that of MNUS’s for K 2B , where B ranges over the Blaschke
products. (Unfortunately, this last problem appears to be no less obscure.)
We note that K 2B has the division property, as can be easily deduced from
the definition, and so the above remarks apply to X=K 2B .
Theorem 4. Let f # H 2, & f &2=1. The following are equivalent.
(a) f 2 is exposed in H1.
(b) There exist a function g # (H)&1, a Blaschke product B, and a
sequence 4/D so that 4 is a MNUS for K 2B and f =gO(K
2
B , 4).
Proof. It is known (see [BJH] andor [H1], [H2], [S3]) that f 2 is
exposed in H 1 if and only if f spans the (one-dimensional) subspace
Ker2 T. for some . # L. The rest follows by applying the parametrization
formula (1.1), with p=2, and putting 4=b&1(0).
Finally, in light of Hayashi’s results, it seems natural to consider the sub-
spaces of the form gK pB , where g # (H
)&1 and B is a Blaschke product.
We wish to raise the following question: For which B’s does there exist a
g such that gK 2B contains a singular inner function? (Of course, we are free
to replace the exponent 2 by any p # [1, ].) Equivalently, we may inter-
change the roles of g and 1g and ask when the star-invariant subspace K 2B
contains a function of the form gS, with g # (H)&1 and S singular. We are
only able to provide a partial result.
Theorem 5. (i) For any inner function S, one can find a g # (H)&1
and a Blaschke product B so that gS # K 2B .
(ii) There exists a Blaschke product B such that K 2B contains no func-
tion of the form gS, where g # (H)&1 and S is a nonconstant singular inner
factor.
Proof of (i). By Frostman’s theorem (see [G, Chap. II]), there is an
: # D such that the function
B(z) =def
zS(z)&:
1&: zS(z)
(3.6)
is a Blaschke product. Set g =def 1+: B and note that g # (H)&1. We have
then
zS=
B+:
1+: B
=
B(1+:B )
1+: B
=
Bg
g
,
whence gS=Bzg # B } H 0 . This implies that gS # K

B (/K
2
B).
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Before proceeding with the proof of (ii), we cite a result from [D2].
Theorem C. Let [zj]/D be a sequence satisfying
|zj&zk |const } (1&|zj | ):, j{k, (3.7)
for some : # (0, 12), and let B be the Blaschke product with zeros [zj]. Assume
also that 0/D is a domain with clos 0 & T=[1]. In order that the limits
lim
z  1, z # 0
f (z)
exist (and be finite) for all f # K 1B , it is necessary and sufficient that
lim inf
j  
dist(zj , 0*) } log
1
1&|zj |
>0, (3.8)
where 0* =def [z # C : 1z # 0].
We now complete the proof of Theorem 5.
Proof of (ii). Let 0 =def [z : |z& 12|<
1
2]. It is not hard to construct a
sequence [zj]/D with zj  1 satisfying both (3.7) and (3.8), for the
current choice of 0. (One only has to arrange that the sequence be suf-
ficiently sparse and ‘‘sufficiently tangential’’ to T at 1.) This done, consider
the corresponding Blaschke product B=B[zj] and the star-invariant sub-
space K 2B . Suppose there are g # (H
)&1 and a (nonconstant) singular
inner function S such that gS # K 2B . It follows then that g is also in K
2
B .
Therefore, since B is analytic across T"[1], both g and gS enjoy the same
property. (See [DSS, p. 58] for the fact that K 2% -functions are analytic
wherever % is.) Recalling that g is bounded away from 0 on D, we conclude
that the ratio (gS)g=S also has an analytic extension across T"[1]. This
in turn implies that
S(z)=Sa(z) =
def
exp \a z+1z&1+
for some a>0.
On the other hand, Theorem C tells us that there exist finite limits
lim g(z) S(z) and lim g(z) as z  1, z # 0.
(Indeed, both functions in question lie in K 2B , and hence also in K
1
B .)
Moreover, the latter limit is nonzero, since g # (H)&1. Consequently, the
ratio (gS)g=S must also have a limit at 1 with respect to the approach
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region 0. But this is not the case for S=Sa : just note that limx A 1 Sa(x)
=0, while |Sa |=e&a on 0"[1]. The contradiction proves part (ii) of the
theorem.
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